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Aisha Barry T’10
President
ASP/Fortive

Aisha Barry joined Advanced Sterilization Products (ASP) in late March 2021 from Royal
Dutch Philips Co., where she most recently held the role of Vice President and General
Manager for the Patient Monitoring Category. Before Philips, Aisha served as the VP and
General Manager of Patient Management for Medtronic, where she was responsible for the
division’s digital assets, including strategy, full operational P&L, research and development,
and service operations. During this time, Aisha spearheaded the transformation of remote
monitoring for patients with implanted cardiac devices towards an integrated digital health
care platform – leveraging those digital assets to bring value through data analytics for
doctors, patients, and their families. She has also held marketing and product development
roles at Procter and Gamble for more than a decade, including a three-year ex-pat
assignment to establish an innovation center in Beijing, China.
Aisha holds a BS in Chemical Engineering from Ohio State University and an MBA from Tuck
School of Business at Dartmouth. She holds both US and European patents and has a Lean
Six Sigma Black Belt certification. Aisha serves on the Jeremiah Program Board of National
Governors, the Ohio State University Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
Advisory Board, and the Board of Directors for the Kaman Corporation. Aisha enjoys
traveling and experiencing the culture in new locations around the world. On any given
weekend, you can find her riding or hiking local trails and cooking with friends.
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Jamie Alders T’11

Jamie Alders is VP of Product and a Board Director at Neurable, a neurotechnology
start-up based in Boston. Prior to joining Neurable, he built products at Bose for 12
years, first in engineering (before Tuck) and then in product management (after Tuck).
At Neurable, Jamie leads the development zof Enten, headphones that have integrated
electroencephalography (EEG) sensors, revolutionizing access to data about your
brain and opening up new ways to interact with technology. Some of Jamie’s other
passions include soccer, skiing, music and world travel.

Annie Hsu T’11

Annie Hsu is a strategy and creative leader who's inspired to design products and
experiences for people grounded in ethnographic research. She currently leads the
Global Demo Retail Team at Google across the Pixel and Nest products. Prior to
Google, she defined new consumer experiences for Nike partners, led experience
design at NIO, an automotive startup, and led strategy for the SF studio of Frog Design.

VP of Product
Neurable

Global Head of Retail
Demo Experience
Google
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Marcus Morgan T’19
Head of Strategy and
Operations
Obsidian Entertainment

Abhijeet Deshmukh T’19
Sr. Product Manager
Amazon

Marcus Morgan is the Head of Strategy and Operations for Obsidian Entertainment, a
premiere Xbox game studio. In this role, Marcus leads all business operation functions
such as HR, legal, communications, and business development. More specifically, he
is responsible for creating a positive studio environment and delivering a strategy that
enables the development of critically and commercially successful games. Prior to
Obsidian, Marcus has worked at Xbox, Activision Blizzard, and Electronic Arts across
a variety of roles. At Tuck, Marcus was a CDS Associate & Fellow, Consortium Fellow,
Black/African Students at Tuck Co-Chair, and Diversity Conference Co-Chair.

Abhijeet Deshmukh is a Senior Product Manager (Tech) at Amazon. His work focuses
mostly on maps and navigation experiences for Amazon systems. Prior to this role, he
worked in the Digital group at McKinsey and before that, he spent a few years in the
solar industry space. Abhijeet graduated Tuck in 2019 and is looking to come back
soon. He is a new transplant to the West Coast and really enjoys hiking, chilling in the
rain and planning long workcations.
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Brian Skiba T’92
Global head of
investments & acquisitions
Babylon

Juston Johnson T’11
General Manager
tZero

Brian Skiba is the global head of investments and acquisitions for Babylon, a Londonbased artificial intelligence digital health care company. Mr. Skiba was employee #2 in
the USA and was instrumental in building it this year to over 80% of the global revenue
and growing at more than 400%. Mr. Skiba has been both in technology growth
companies and technology investment banking for more than 4 decades.

Juston Johnson started with an AI focus in Computer Science at Stanford University
while also completing a second degree in Religion Studies. Then after a few years in
consulting, he went on to business school at the Tuck School of Business at
Dartmouth with a focus on global business management. Juston has been on the
leading edge of blockchain, AI, and consumer electronics for 15+ years while working
with some of the biggest names in consumer electronics & AI (Apple and Samsung)
and blockchain (tZero). Currently, he is the General Manager of the tZero Crypto app
as well as Director of Product for all exchange technology for tZero’s securities BrokerDealer and ATS. In his free time, Juston teaches capoeira (a Brazilian martial art) and
trains in many other martial art forms.
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Laura Scott T’03
COO
Alma

Kyle Keogh T’99

Managing Director,
Automotive
Google

Laura Scott is the COO of Alma, a technology company whose mission is to improve
access to affordable, high quality mental health care. Prior to Alma, she was COO of
Takeoff Technologies, a startup bringing automated robotic fulfillment solutions to
online grocery. Laura spent 9 years in hypergrowth at Wayfair, building operations to
scale from $250M in sales to over $6B in sales across 4 countries. Laura attended
Tuck with her chocolate lab, Charlie Brown, who was so beloved by the faculty and
staff that he received his own framed diploma from the Tuck School.

With over 24 years experience (14 years at Google) working in and around the Tech
and Media industry, Kyle Keogh is a seasoned veteran. He currently leads Google’s
Media Sales relationships with the Automotive Industry, working with clients to drive
sales, improve their Brand, and maximize product launches. Prior to joining the Auto
Team, Kyle led Google Fiber's Real Estate Partnership teams. He has also led
Google's Media Sales to the Telecom Industry, helping develop marketing solutions
based on Google's consumer/customer knowledge and marketing capabilities and
Google's North American Sales Strategy and Operations.
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Alison Connolly T’11
Chief Revenue Officer
DarkOwl

Brent Dance T’13

Director of Global Gaming
Google

Alison Connolly is the Chief Revenue Officer for DarkOwl. As CRO, she oversees
sales, marketing and customer success and is responsible for the company’s overall
revenue strategy and performance. Prior to DarkOwl, Alison ran her own consulting
firm, Spinnaker Consulting, where she consulted with Fortune 500 companies on sales
growth and client retention. She then went on to get her MBA from The Tuck School of
Business at Dartmouth in 2011, graduating with distinction. Alison and her husband
recently welcomed her first child into the world. Her hobbies include skiing, more
skiing, trail running, hiking and all things outdoorsy!
As Director of Global Gaming for Google’s Mobile App business, Brent Dance leads
the global customer success and solutions team and its strategy for helping mobile
games. Before Google, he worked at an innovation think tank, and co-founded a
consulting company of designers, developers, and engineers. He holds an MBA from
the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth and attended the Harvard Kennedy School
of Government to pursue an MPA. Currently he is living in Ireland with his wife and
three kids.
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Brendan Berry T’20
Sr. Manager of Product
Management
Ripple

Ashley Martin-Golis T’08
Director of Product
Marketing
Enphase Energy

Brendan Berry is Sr. Manager of Product Management at Ripple, where he works to reinvent the process of sending funds across borders, through harnessing the magic of
the digital asset XRP. Before joining Ripple, Brendan spent 6 years working at Amazon,
helping launch the Amazon Business and Prime Now organizations. While at Tuck
(2018-2020), Brendan interned at Slack in a product strategy capacity, helping with the
company's S-1 filing.

Ashley Martin-Golis is Director of Product Marketing at Enphase Energy. Her expertise
in creating great consumer experiences at the intersection of hardware, software, and
services was built through prior gigs at Apple, Mattel, PayPal, Texas Instruments, and a
few startups. Ashley is a graduate of the University of Texas at Austin and the Tuck
School of Business at Dartmouth. She loves stand up comedy and trying to grow fruits
and vegetables in foggy San Francisco where she lives with her husband, two
daughters, and a pug named Weezer.
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Peter Struckmeyer T’20
Business Value Services
Manager
Salesforce

Alison Dieringer T’19
Strategy & Operations
Manager
LinkedIn

Peter Struckmeyer graduated from Tuck in 2020. Prior to his time at Tuck, he was in
software sales at SAP for several years. He did his internship at NBCUniversal, then
brought his media expertise back to the tech industry in his current role at Salesforce,
where is a Business Value Services Manager for Salesforce's Communications, Media,
and Tech vertical. In his current role, Peter develops business cases for media and
tech customers interested in moving to Salesforce, and he also builds proposals for
senior sales leadership going into large negotiations.

Alison Dieringer leads Planning & Reporting for the LinkedIn Enterprise Program
teams at LinkedIn. She appreciates data and storytelling from time spent at Amazon in
advertising analytics, her MBA internship at Curology and now LinkedIn. Alison is a
graduate of The George Washington University and the Tuck School of Business at
Dartmouth. While at Tuck, she was a CDS Fellow, a Tripod champion and TuckTalks
co-lead. She loves reading, trying out new restaurants, traveling (pre-COVID hobby)
and making kombucha (COVID hobby). She currently lives with her husband in a
small town on Lake Eric in Ohio until offices reopen.
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Andrea Gallego is a managing director and partner and the Global GAMMA CTO at Boston
Consulting Group. She founded and leads the innovation and engineering team at GAMMA
(GAMMA X). Andrea focuses on AI at scale and building digital and analytics solutions
across multiple industries (primarily health care and financial services), leading GAMMA’s
practice and client work in technology vision and overall strategy. Andrea helps drive the
firm’s Women at DigitalBCG and Women at GAMMA initiatives. She founded Source AI,
GAMMA’s first AI/ML software.

Andrea Gallego

Partner & Chief
Technology Officer
BCG GAMMA

Prior to joining the firm, Andrea spent time at McKinsey & Company, Booz Allen, an NGO,
and in investment banking. She is a member of Girls Who Code, Women Who Code, and
the AnitaB.Org foundation.
Fun fact – Andrea was a Team USA Elite Duathlete.
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Jason Harris is the Head of Corporate and Business Strategy at Electronic Arts where he
has been for the past 11 years. Previously, he was the Senior Director of Worldwide
External Development and Business Development leading a team that contributed to the
development of EA’s mobile, PC, and console titles such as FIFA, Battlefield, Plants vs.
Zombies, Star Wars, and many more. In this role, he also co-founded a leading games
industry event, The External Development Summit (XDS), that brings together the external
development community.

Jason Harris

Head of Corporate and
Business Strategy
Electronic Arts

Before joining the games industry, Jason worked at Gartner where he advised global
outsourcing companies such as HP, Accenture, Wipro, and Deloitte on go-to-market
strategies in emerging markets. Prior to this he held a range of different roles at The
Corporate Executive Board which included advising Chief Financial Officers and Chief
Strategy Officers of Global 2000 companies as well as leading the development of CEB's
digital services strategy and offerings. He also used to work as a professional magician
and illusionist. Born and raised in England, his work has led him to live across the USA,
Venezuela, Argentina, and Spain providing him with a solid understanding of global
operations.
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Jason Lee

Commercial Strategy
Manager
Cruise

Apoorva Pasricha
Operation Manager
Zoox

Jason Lee is a Commercial Strategy Manager at Cruise where he defines corporate
strategy for Cruise and its Ride hailing and Delivery business units. He works to direct
long-term company vision, incubate new business models, and position Cruise’s AV
technology for success in the mobility and transportation value chains. Prior to Cruise,
Jason worked at Goldman Sachs on early and venture stage investments. He holds a
BS in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering from Duke University. In his spare time,
Jason enjoys rock climbing, skiing, and dog ownership.
Apoorva Pasricha's background spans sectors (public, private, and social) at the
intersection of technology and cities at organizations like the State of Massachusetts,
Intersection, and Sidewalk Labs. She currently leads operations and infrastructure at
Zoox, Amazon's self-driving car company. After receiving her MBA at Harvard, she
joined the City of San Jose, leading the technology and innovation team to address the
digital divide, pandemic response, and AI focused city service delivery. She enjoys
playing the viola, alpine hiking, and watching reruns of the Office with her golden
retriever, Apollo.

